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You can NOT: 

- Change the content of this material. 

- Sell this product. 
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Last Update: June 1, 2017 

 

Do You Want to Start Making Money NOW! 

Before You Start Reading This Guide ??? 

 

Register Here: 

Latest Update:    March 27, 2017 

WE GUARANTEE THAT YOU WILL STAR MAKING MONEY NOW WITH THESE 

...! 

Survey Panel 
Payment 

Type 

Minimum 

Payout 
Best For Additional Information 

 

Click Here 

PayPal,  

Cash 

Gift Cards 

$10 

Paid Surveys 

Focus Groups 

Mobile Surveys 

Product Reviews 

FREE REGISTRATION 

 VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

 BBB rating: A+ 

 Operates surveys in over 100 countries worldwide! 

 1000 points = $10 

 Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

PayPal 

Gift Cards. 
$5 

Paid Games 

Mobile Surveys 

Paid to search 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

Paid over $78 million in rewards to date 

450 points = $5 

Contests: Yes 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/ipsos
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/swagbucks
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/ipsos
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/swagbucks


Survey Panel 
Payment 

Type 

Minimum 

Payout 
Best For Additional Information 

 

Click Here 

Visa Cash Card 

Check 
$30 Daily Surveys 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

Points System: Varies 

Points Per Survey: $0.10 

Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

PayPal 

Gift Cards 

Cheque 

$5 

Paid Surveys 

Focus Groups 

Mobile Surveys 

Product Reviews 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASR 

BBB rating: A+ 

High levels of surveys 

60,000 points = $20 

Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

Paypal 

Sweepstakes 
$50 

Mobile Surveys 

WebCam Surveys 

Product Reviews 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

Paid out $16,000,000 in 2013 

Points System: 1100 points = $10 

Points Per Survey: 200 

Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

PayPal 

Cheque. 
$3 

Paid Surveys 

Product Reviews 

INVITE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

High levels of surveys 

$3-$5 Points Per Survey 

Contests: Yes 

 

PayPal 

Bank Transfer. 
$25 

Get paid to watch videos 

Get paid to shop 

Paid web search 

Paid to sign up 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

Get $5 just for signing up 

1000 points = $10 

http://elitesurveysites.com/recommends/inboxdollars
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/toluna
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/mysurvey
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/pinecone-research
http://elitesurveysites.com/recommends/inboxdollars
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/toluna
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/mysurvey
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/pinecone-research
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/fusioncash


Survey Panel 
Payment 

Type 

Minimum 

Payout 
Best For Additional Information 

Click Here 

 

Click Here 

Gift cards 100 Points 
Mobile Surveys 

Focus Groups 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: B+ 

High levels of surveys 

75-200 points 

Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

Sweepstakes 

entries 
$50 Mobile Surveys 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

400 winners every month! 

Points System: N/A 

Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

Google Play 

Credits 
N/A 

Student Friendly 

Mobile Surveys 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

Complete short 

Points Per Survey: Up to $1 

 

Click Here 

Paypal $50 Product Reviews 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: C+ 

Videos, Reward Mail 

Points Per Survey: $1-$5 

Contests: Yes 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/fusioncash
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/harrispoll
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/nielsen
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.apps.paidtasks
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/vindaleresearch
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/harrispoll
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/nielsen
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.apps.paidtasks
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/vindaleresearch


Survey Panel 
Payment 

Type 

Minimum 

Payout 
Best For Additional Information 

 

Click Here 

Paypal 

Check 

Cards 

$20 – 400 points Mobile Surveys 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

High levels of surveys 

Points System: 1000 points = $50 

Points Per Survey: 35-200 

Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

PayPal 

Retail Vouchers 
$50 

Mobile Surveys 

Product Reviews 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

$5 just for signing up! 

Points System: Varies 

Points Per Survey: $0.50 – $3 

Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

PayPal $50 Mobile Surveys 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

Regular surveys 

Paying $30 

Points System: 100 points = $10 

Points Per Survey: $1 – $10 

Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

PayPal $50 
Mystery Shopping 

Product Reviews 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: N/A 

Range of Interesting Surveys 

Mystery Shopping Jobs 

Points System: N/A 

Points Per Survey: $3 – $50 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/globaltestmarket
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/ipoll
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/opinionoutpost
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/shoppingjobs
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/globaltestmarket
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/ipoll
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/opinionoutpost
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/shoppingjobs


Survey Panel 
Payment 

Type 

Minimum 

Payout 
Best For Additional Information 

 

Click Here 

Gift Cards 

Sweepstakes 

entries 

$20 – 400 points 
Focus Groups 

Instant win games 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

Serves over 3 million members! 

Points System: 1 point – 1 sweepstakes entry 

Points Per Survey: 

Level 1: 25 (Complete 1 survey) 

Level 2: 50 (Complete 2 surveys) 

Level 3: 100 (Complete 5 surveys) 

Level 4: 150 (Complete 10 surveys) 

Level 5: 200 (Complete 20 surveys) 

Contests: Yes 

     

Welcome to “PAID SURVEYS CASH” – 

Advanced Guide on How to Start Making 

$1,000-3,000/month with Paid Surveys! 

Produced by EliteSurveySites.com 

 

Hello and thanks for downloading our advanced guide “Paid Surveys Cash”!!! 

 

What is Paid Surveys Cash? 

Paid Surveys Cash is one of the most advanced and comprehensive guides you can 

find about paid surveys, it goes much further than most survey related blogs and 

sites that don’t delve deep into the top insider tips that really help boost your 

earnings. It’s written by experts in paid surveys and it is NOT the “next free 

report”, although it is free for people who register to EliteSurveySites. 

 

Paid surveys are scams !!! 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/vipvoice
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/vipvoice


No, No No ... Look, we are not here to scam You!!! We are one of the top trusted 

source for legitimate paid surveys, actually there are not many professional survey 

sites. We do not “offer” you millions. In our guide you will learn the truth about 

paid surveys. In brief: 

- “Paid Surveys Cash” is NOT scam! 

- Paid Surveys are NOT Scam, but you will NOT make millions! ... again we are 

not here to scam you. 

- There are many people who made surveys looks scamy, but the truth is that 

you can make money, not a lot but it is absolutely possible. 

- Some people want you money for joining. We want to tell that there are 

many completely free and legitimate companies, we will give the best of 

them. 

 

Now, the bottom line, because we are sure that many people still don’t know 

what to expect from this guide! 

Before continue reading it, let’s talk what can You expect: 

- We will teach you how to start making money instantly 

- You don’t need some special skills 

- Making money with paid surveys is easy 

- You will not become a millionaire and we are not here to scam you 

- You will learn the truth about paid surveys 

- We will teach you exactly how to increase your earnings, because it is not possible to 

make a lot of money with surveys, but there are many tips that you can use to 

increase your earnings 

- We will help you find the best panels, with the highest paying offers, all of them free 
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Chapter 1: The Basics 
 

Covering everything you need to know about paid surveys. This chapter won't be 

so interesting for those who already are familiar with surveys, so feel free to skip 

this chapter and move to "Daily Task 1". Under every day, you'll find daily tasks. 

 

 

Chapter 2: How to Squeeze a Survey Panel 
 

This chapter will be very important, because we are going to discuss how to make 

much more money from every panel you join. There are plenty of opportunities that 

most survey takers miss to earn more money. We call these "Special Survey 

Opportunities" and in this chapter we’re going to teach you step by step how to take 

advantage of these. 

 

 

Chapter 3: How to Find Legitimate Surveys that Pay Much More 
 

Scams are all over the Internet. We don’t want you to join scam panels and waste 

time not getting any real money. We are going to give all of the information you 

need to know in order to avoid these scams, so you can be sure you will never fall 

victim to them again! 

 

Chapter 4: How to Avoid Survey Disqualification 
 

Disqualification is a problem that all survey takers will be familiar with. You start a 

survey and then become disqualified because you “didn’t match what they were 

looking for”. Although it is not possible to avoid disqualification completely, there 

are many steps you can take in order to reduce it significantly. Here we are going to 



give you advanced tips on avoiding disqualification. 

 

 

Chapter 5: Mistakes to Avoid 
 

Many people join these surveys, hoping to make fast cash. Some people succeed in 

this and others simply waste time making common mistakes that can be easily 

rectified. We are going to help you understand all of the significant mistakes that 

people make and how you can avoid them yourself, saving you time & money. 

 

Chapter 6: Advanced Tips & Strategies to Start Making up to $3,000/month ! 
 

There are lots of people who use surveys who don’t make more than $100/month. 

For those of you who have read this guide carefully you will already know a lot of 

ways to increase your earnings beyond this amount. In this chapter we are going to 

go far more advanced than this however, giving you the tips & strategies you need 

to making far more than $100/month, and even as much as $3,000 per month!  

 

Chapter 7: **Bonus Surprise! ** 
 

If you miss this chapter your time reading the previous series is almost wasted, we 

are going to give you a bonus surprise you are going to not want to miss!!! 

Every chapter of the guide you will be given a daily task – Registering to a 

suggested panel from us with detailed guidelines of exactly what to do to squeeze 

the most money from them... 

We highly recommend following these task because that way you can start making 

money before the end of the course and you will learn much more about each 

survey panel and the special opportunities that they each offer. 

Every day feel free to go back and read parts of the course again if you are unsure 

whether you understood everything. Then go to the daily task to start making 

money immediately! 

  

 

 

And last thing before we start,  

 



You are on the right way ... you can start making easy money with this guide in less 

than a day... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1 – The Basics of 

Paid Surveys 
 

Let’s get started ... 

Many people complain that they can not make more than $100-300/month with 

paid surveys – Don’t Worry! Paid Surveys Cash is here! 

The reason for this however is that few people understand how to achieve their full 

potential. 

By reading the guidance in this course you will be AMAZED at the potential in 

these paid surveys. 

Paid Surveys Cash attempts to concentrate all of the most vital, and valuable tips all 

in one place, making a significant difference to your PayPal account. 

More than $1 billion is spent on online survey research by organizations and 
you make only $100/month! Why is that??? Wouldn’t you like a bigger slice of 

this pie than a few dollars per week? 

After many years of researching, reading and testing survey panels, we have come 

to understand that although making money with surveys is easy, there are many 



easy things that the majority of people do not know, and that they can implement 

easily to significantly increase their earnings. This is why we have decided to 

write this course, for people like YOU, who still don’t know these things. 

The truth is: there are people who make $100/month, there are other who make 

$1,000-$3,000/month. 

In this course you will learn EXACTLY how these people do it. 

We believe, using these techniques with the right attitude and dedication, you 

could start making $1,000 - $3,000/month from surveys or more in some cases. 

Do you know that most of the surveys have special offers like focus groups that pay 

more than $30 to $100 cases? Do you know how to be invited for more of these 

offers? Do you know about the many special opportunities offered by survey sites 

that most people miss? 

 

In addition: 

The guide has been produced to be as short as possible, but with all of the most 

important information you could need. You won’t have to spend more than 3-4 

hours in the next few days. 

  

Everyone can benefit from this course! 

We can guarantee that in the next days, even a “professional survey panelists” 

will have learnt at least one thing they don’t already know about surveys. 

If you are already earning from paid surveys, stop for a while and concentrate 

your efforts on this course. After finishing it, you will see that you’ll be able to 

make much more money for the same amount of time & a little more effort...  

All of the information on our site is 100% tried & tested. Before creating this 

free guide EliteSurveySites has undergone years of research to learn the top tips & 

tricks to paid online surveys. 

Got a question?  We’re here to help... 
We would be more than happy to get in touch with you personally should you have 

any questions throughout the duration of this course. Your feedback helps to shape 

and improve the guidance on our website and helps more people to benefit from 

paid online surveys. 



To receive additional exclusive hints & tips become a fan of EliteSurveySites 

on Twitter, Facebook, Google+ and Youtube! 

 

In addition  

EliteSurveySites.com is NOT an ordinary survey review site, your time is not 

wasted reading dozens of survey reviews, including less trustworthy and potentially 

scam websites. We already know that all of the survey companies listed on our site 

are legitimate, but that is NOT ENOUGH. 

Our expert team regularly monitor all the companies we list closely, as well as 

looking out for new sites you should know about. 

So you know that you can earn in complete confidence from the sites we list. If you 

have any problems with any of the survey panels listed on our website or those not 

listed, please REPORT IT IMMEDIATELY! We read every comment and hugely 

value your feedback, that way even more can be helped, to prevent being scammed. 

Unfortunately, we can’t guarantee your success. This is something that YOU have 

to do yourself, all we can do is give all of the advice and guidance we can, then it’s 

up to you what actions you take after reading this course, and ultimately how much 

you make. 

 

Is “Paid Surveys Cash” for you? 

Before we move on, let’s first answer this important question: Is“Paid Surveys 

Cash” for you? 

First let’s discuss who this course is NOT for. 

“Paid Surveys Cash” is NOT for people falling into these categories 

 People who believe that surveys are scam opportunities. There are still 
people that think surveys are scams. If you don’t try them however, then 
you’ll never know for yourself. There are still many scams, but it seems that 
with increased awareness and better security, this is less of a problem these 
days. Some of these scam sites may still be live, but who cares about them? 
These days there is no excuse for finding a legitimate survey site. 

 People who plan to cheat companies. “Paid Surveys Cash” does not 
teach  you how to cheat survey companies and never recommends 
activities that are against any sites TOS. Even if you make some cash, there 
is every possibility you could lose your account, and miss out on higher 
paying opportunities. Survey companies do not appreciate anyone who is 
dishonest and inconsistent with their answers. After all their clients are 

https://twitter.com/EliteSurveySite
https://www.facebook.com/EliteSurveySites
https://plus.google.com/117983862042130623577/posts
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRJbBJeLnk8v0Plt7EVR2fA
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/


paying big money for your answers. Make sure to pay attention to each 
question closely to make sure you give the best answers possible! 

This isn’t you?  Read on… 

This course IS for anyone who falls into these these categories: 

 People who have free time and want to make as much as possible from 
paid surveys. This course is EXACTLY for YOU ! 

 People who already have a job but want to make some extra cash. Many 
people who use surveys to make extra cash already have part time, and full 
time jobs. You won’t perhaps be able to manage 10 or more survey 
companies, but you’d be surprised how much you could be earning from 3-
5 survey panels and an hour a day. 

 People who have never made money with surveys and are ready to 
try. It’s great you are here, we will definitely be able to help you, certainly 
suggest you reading chapter 1 of this course in full. Paid surveys are not the 
most profitable business, but if you want to make fast and easy cash, paid 
surveys beat all the rest... 

 People who have already made money with surveys, but want to make 
more. This course has been designed for both beginners and more 
intermediate users who want to learn even more tips to increase their 
earnings. 

 People who have already joined surveys but have been scammed. If you 
have sadly fallen victim to scam sites or aren’t so sure about the legitimacy 
of paid surveys, you’re in the right place! All of our survey sites are 100% 
tested and researched to ensure they are completely safe and trustworthy, 
you can be sure. We’ll change your opinion before the end of this course ! 

 People who have joined a lot of panels and know how to make $1,000 - 
$3,000/month, or “professional survey panelists”. You may already know a 
lot of the tips discussed here, however we still recommend you to take this 
course, because you may find something you didn’t already know, and 
some new interesting sites to join, including some special invitation only 
panels that we’re almost sure you haven’t found already... 

 People who think surveys are not so good. We believe people have to 
enjoy what they do as a job.  Sadly in most cases we all have to do things 
we don’t enjoy to make some extra cash. Where we can’t improve your 
opinion on paid surveys, we can show you how to speed up the process of 
paid surveys and make more money in less time. You will also learn about 
extra opportunities for you to earn, like focus groups, testing products, 
watching TV and so on ...  Which people very often find more interesting 
and motivating. 



 People looking to surveys for the short term. If you’re looking to earn fast 
money from surveys in the short term, In this case you don’t have to 
register with many survey panels. 

 People who enjoy sharing their opinion and making an impact. You know 
that your vote counts. By answering these questions you are helping to 
shape future products and ideas. Companies pay big money for this 
information and take your answers very seriously. By telling them what do 
you think about something, you in practice have influence over its outcome. 

 People interested in helping charity. Some survey panels have options to 
donate your earnings to charity, which is certainly an appealing option for 
some people. 

Do you fit into any of these categories? 

If so then GREAT! 

Now, let get started... 

 

What are paid surveys and why do they pay me money? 

For businesses one of the most crucial aspects in ensuring their success is market 

research. Without understanding what consumers really want, their product won’t 

meet people needs, which is exactly what Paid Surveys help to prevent. By asking 

people like you questions about popular products and services. Launching the 

wrong product can cost companies millions, so they want to make very sure they 

get it right first time! 

Understanding the value of such research companies pay large amounts of money 

on paid surveys, because they know that without this, they could lost a LOT of 

money. Lots of business types spend money on paid surveys. They could be a small 

local shop, or larger brand such as Amazon which likely spends millions each year 

on this type of research. 

Overall companies in the US alone, spend more than $ 1billion each year on paid 

surveys. 

http://www.Mysurvey.com for example, which is one of the most recommended 

survey companies, paid out as much as $16 million in rewards to their users. If you 

haven’t registered with them yet, you can do this now and start getting familiar 

with the website. 

When you’re ready, read on to find out more about how survey sites offer their 

rewards, the pros & cons to paid surveys and which survey sites offer you cold, 

hard, cash. 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/mysurvey


 

The pros & cons of Paid surveys 

 

Surveys are not for everyone, but for most people, the pros definitely outweigh the 

cons. So you can decide for yourself. We have listed some of the top advantages 

and disadvantages of paid surveys here: 

 

Pros of paid surveys 

 You can start making money immediately. 
 No special skills needed. 
 No costs involved for you. 
 No obligations, take surveys when you want, how many you take, is up to 

you! 

Cons of paid surveys 

 Limited earning ability. Paid surveys are limited to the number of 
companies who want to pay for as well as whether you are the right type of 
person they want to survey or not. At the very most you will unlikely earn 
any more than $1,000 - $3,000 per month with surveys. 

 They are not so interesting for some people. 

  

Do all surveys offer money? 

Most survey sites offer Paypal cash. However unfortunately, there are some who 

only offer gift cards or other incentives; this does not mean though that they are not 

worth joining. Just because there’s a point system, it does not mean that you can’t 

exchange your points for PayPal cash! 

  

How to Register to New Panel 

 

There are several steps you should consider when registering to a new survey 

company. 

Step 1: Register a new e-mail address. It can help you keep organized and separate 

your survey communications from your own personal email. With 

outlook/live/Hotmail for example you can create an email with a separate inbox, 



which is accessed through the same login as your personal email. It also helps to 

ensure that you don’t miss any new survey offers before they all get taken up! 

Step 2: Make sure you have a PayPal account, it’s the easiest and most common 

way of getting paid for your survey work. Go to Paypal and register if you haven’t 

already. 

Step 3: Make sure you can receive their email communication. One of the most 

common reasons that users miss out on earnings with surveys is that their email 

provider perhaps blocks incoming emails from them. This isn’t because they are 

untrustworthy, but happens when email providers are “unsure” about a certain 

company. It can even happen with the most trusted of businesses! 

Here you can find a case study on how exactly to register and start making money. 

Although it is so easy, we just wanted to give example with one of the top survey 

companies. Please check this link: 

Full Guide to Registering With A New Panel 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/full-guide-to-registering-with-a-new-panel/ 

Follow these steps and start making money today ... 

Make sure to set their email address as trusted in your email account, so it’s not 

sent to your spam folder! 

Also keep in mind that some panels can send messages from different e-mails 

addresses, for example from one e-mail, you can receive survey offers, from 

another to receive account messages or site news. 

Here we also would suggest you to set also our email address as 

trusted: money@elitesurveysites.com 

 

Where to join? 

Here’s where we are hoping that our years of research and testing will help 

you, we know which companies have the highest paying offers and which will 

only waste your time. We’ll show you exactly where to register! 

 

Are you ready to start making money today ? Let’s get started ... 

  

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/full-guide-to-registering-with-a-new-panel/
mailto:money@elitesurveysites.com


Daily Task 1 

Le't start with something easy. You'll like this panel, because they pay money not 

only for surveys ... In fact they have many ways to reward their panelists. 

InboxDollars 

 

 

Inbox dollars is more than “Just a survey site” – It rewards you with easy 

cash playing games, searching the web, reading emails and much more... In fact, 

doing what things you already do online! 

 

Each action you take clearly shows how much you’re going to earn, helping you to 

reach your first $30 cashout. 

 

No complicated points, see exactly how your earnings stack up... 

 

There are plenty of ways to earn: 

 Completing surveys 

 Watching videos 

 Playing games like Bejeweled, Solitaire and more... 

 Paid emails 

 Researching answers on the web & more... 

When most people find companies paying for these kind of things they think it is 

scam. And it is true that most of these sites are scam, but Inbox Dollars is NOT 

scam. 

 

Join Inbox Dollars and Start Making Easy Money 

  

http://elitesurveysites.com/recommends/inboxdollars
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/inboxdollars
http://elitesurveysites.com/recommends/inboxdollars


Step 1: Signup and fill out your profile, you’ll get $5 just for registering and $0.50 

for your first survey (Which will take mere minutes). 

 

Step 2: Make sure to answer the interest and household questions which together 

will earn you another $0.50. Each will take you about 1 minute. 

 

Step 4: Set Inbox Dollars as your browser homepage so you can earn points from 

simply searching the web.  Or download the toolbar. 

 

 

You will earn $0.01 for each qualified search, up to $0.15 per day, it’s not much 

but it adds up! 

 

What’s more you can earn double by being a gold member (Just withdraw your 

first $30 to become gold) 

 

Setting your default homepage:  
Set your browser start-up page to: http://www.inboxdollars.com/search/infospace 

 

Step 5:  One of the additional ways you can earn with inbox dollars is by receiving 

paid emails, these will be special offers that inboxdollars feel match your interests. 

How to receive paid emails: 

 

Visit Inbox Dollars 

 Must be an active member 

 Receive up to 3 offers per day 

 You have to be a US resident to receive paid emails 

Just click on the confirm button at the bottom of the email to receive 2 cents. 

Nothing special to do. 

 

Step 6: Inbox Dollars has new surveys every day, each one pays $0.50. Although 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/inboxdollars
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/inboxdollars
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/inboxdollars


you can only complete 1 per day, if you have email notifications set up (which 

should be by default), you should get a new survey each day. 

 

There’s not much more to InboxDollars, withdraw amount is $30, if you use Inbox 

Dollars as your search engine, complete a daily survey and play their games you 

should be able to earn your first $30 in no time. 

 

After this you’ll become a gold member where you can earn twice the number of 

sweepstakes entries and other rewards. 

Join Inbox Dollars Now ...  
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Chapter 2: How to Squeeze 

a Survey Panel 
 

Now we’re going to focus on how to really make some serious money. In chapter 2 

of the course, we are going to cover how you can get more out of each panel you 

join. 

So whether you’ve been following us from the start, or you’ve just come in for the 

“juicy bits”, 

Let’s get stuck in… 

Looking to earn more with paid surveys?  - Read on... 

It’s a little known fact, that if you want to make any significant money with paid 

surveys then you should register with as many survey panels as possible. Then once 

you have registered, complete only their highest paying offers. Each panel tends to 

offer 1-5 new surveys each month, so when you’re earning $1 to $10 for each, the 

amount you can earn can become quite limited. 

 

Increasing your chances... 

Very commonly some people are given higher paying surveys than others, this is 

not because they are any better than anyone else, or they are more preferred. It is 

merely because they are the type of person that organizations want to question. 



Some people may be invited to participate in high paying focus groups which pay 

$30-100 each, or even more on occasion. Then there are those who are offered to 

test and review high-priced products, and even get to keep them! Which you 

can’t complain about really... This could be anything from a new type of cosmetic 

product to food, or in some cases new technology. 

Anyone can do it... 

This is something that YOU too can do, it doesn’t take any specific knowledge or 

much time, it is just a case of knowing how to use survey panels in the RIGHT 

WAY. 

Survey Panels Want to Pay You More! 

What you need to understand is that survey panels want you to use their services 

more. When they pay you, they make money from the company conducting the 

research, so they can only make money when someone completes one of their 

surveys. So without you, these survey companies don’t earn any money. And of 

course the more surveys you complete for them, the more money they make 

too...So everyone wins! 

Each of these survey invitations have their own limits - If a survey company 

receives  a good paying offer with a limit of perhaps 100 people, then they may 

send this only to their most trusted panelists, and it is your job to become one of 

them. 

 

*TIP* Instead of registering with dozens of panels right away, start with just 

one. 

 

Focus your attention on understanding everything that panel has to offer. This 

way you can learn how to squeeze each available offer they have and then use 

this knowledge in each additional panel you join thereafter. 

 

When you first register, try to start completing surveys immediately. No matter 

whether they are high paying or not, this will help to build your trust and reliability 

with the panel. It will also help to give them more information about your interests, 

which leads to them sending you more surveys in the future. 

 

Examples from Mysurvey 

Now, before we continue, please watch these videos carefully 



 Earning from your Webcam -
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cuKgjDe-lDs 

 Earning more with MySurvey Loyalty Points -
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0u5IvTnzVA 

 Big rewards! - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B8_Hs2Ojfs 

These videos are from the official channel of http://www.Mysurvey.com. 

MySurvey alone paid over $16 million to their panelists last year alone, which 

makes it a site definitely worth your time. 

Let’s discuss what we have in these videos. 

 The first video explains that you can make more money, if you place a 
camera on your PC. 

This helps people to see your reactions, it’s easy enough to do and means that you 

can complete the exact same survey, but earn more. 

Why don’t you try this? Of course at the end of the video, not surprisingly they told 

that they have no rights to disclose this video if you don’t agree (this is in terms of 

your privacy). 

 Next video explains that you can make more money by collecting stars 
obtained from completing more surveys. 

MySurvey star system rewards their users with more money for the more surveys 

they complete. You don’t have to do anything special, just focus on completing 

more surveys for them, and build up those stars! 

*TIP* You may wish to check the exact rules of their star system, understand 

exactly how it works so you can take full advantage of it, and in-

turn increase those earnings! 

The faster you can build up these stars, the faster you can start earning more for 

your time,  if not then you’re losing money each time you complete a new survey ! 

 The next video explains how you can gain rewards without continuing to 
complete any surveys. 

How would you feel if one day you opened your account to see “Congratulations, 

you have won $5,000!”? Of course the chances of this are very low, but the more 

survey panels you join, the higher chance you have of winning. 

Let’s say you register with 10 panels, that could be 10 chances to win each year. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cuKgjDe-lDs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0u5IvTnzVA
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*TIP* Be careful not to waste your points on sweepstakes entries, try using panels 

that give you contest entries in addition to points. 

Sometimes it is just as simple as expressing your interest in entering, other times 

there are specific requirements, such as “complete at least 5 surveys within a given 

month”. 

We are going to call these special survey opportunities. 

Special survey opportunities vary from each panel to the next. Keep in mind that 

the top survey sites regularly release these types of special offers, but you may need 

to check your account for them. Don’t always expect an email notification! 

Most people don’t take full advantage of these extra ways to earn! 

Most people don’t make much money with paid surveys because they don’t full 

advantage of these special opportunities! So we’re going to show you exactly 

how... 

Of course the more time you put in, the more chance you have of receiving such 

rewards or opportunities, this means completing more surveys and remaining 

honest & consistent in your responses. Which we will discuss in the coming days. 

  

Here are some of the most common special survey opportunities: 

 Star systems 
 VIP panelist 
 Simply receiving more offers, or higher paying ones 
 Winning sweepstakes. Most survey sites offer some form of reward 

sweepstakes. To be entered in their systems you typically have to answer 
minimum numbers of surveys. 

 Sending you a high pricing product to test/review and then they allow you 
to keep it. 

 Focus Groups – Paying from $30-$100 or more. They can be tricky to get 
hold of though... Read on to find our advice on increasing your chances with 
focus groups. Tip: Ipsos have great focus groups. 

 Mobile Surveys – Shorter surveys you can complete on the move, 
sometimes come with additional opportunities/tasks to earn, such as 
download an app and then say how you felt about it. Tip: Mysurvey have 
great money surveys. 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/ipsos
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 Searching the web – Don’t change what you do, change what you get. Get 
paid to search the web... How more easy could it be?  Not all survey sites 
offer this, an example of a site that does is Inbox Dollars. 

 Playing games – Why not get paid to play games you really enjoy, again 
most survey sites don’t offer paid games, however we will let you know 
about those that do... 

 Mystery shopping 

  

  

How do I take advantage of these “special opportunities”? 

Now, you may be thinking exactly how to go about claiming some of these 

rewards. 

There is no exact way that will guarantee you will get exact number of better offers 

for a given period of time. Each survey site is different to the next, and won’t 

necessarily offer the same offers as the next. Fortunately ... there are many things 

that you can do to increase your chances, which we will discuss. 

*TIP* These survey companies are ran by real people, not automated software that 

send you surveys. Although some of their processes are in-fact automated, for the 

most part, survey sites have a team of people who carefully monitor your behavior 

and decide what offers to send you. 

Tips to get higher paying surveys 

 When registered, start completing surveys immediately. Survey sites 
probably won’t send you their highest paying offers at the start. Don’t be 
deterred by lower paying offers, instead use these as an opportunity to 
show your trust and value to the paying companies. As mentioned earlier 
these companies want to give you more surveys and pay you more money, 
because that makes them more money. But what they really want is quality 
and valuable answers, from trustworthy people. Also keep in mind that 
some lower paying offers also help you to qualify for higher paying 
offers. For Example: You complete one $3 offer for several minutes, but 
after that you receive invitation from the same company to participate in 
high paying focus group about the same products. So this survey offer was 
only the start and gives the company an idea as to your interests and 
whether they match with that of the product/company being advertised. 
Don’t expect this to necessarily happen with your first offer, but the more 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/inboxdollars


time you spend, the increased chances you have of this happening. That’s 
why it’s important to consider the smaller paying surveys too, and not just 
wait for the rest.*TIP* If you receive an invitation for any kind of high 
paying offer, follow up and register your interest immediately. High paying 
offers have limited quotas and are filled almost immediately. 

 Never give dishonest answers. There is often an assumption that you can 
get through surveys by giving the answer “they want to hear” and make 
easy money for nothing. This may be true, however panels will soon be 
catching up with you. In fact most of survey sites have a number of ways 
they can determine whether you are being honest or not. (We will cover 
more about this in the coming days). If a panel sees that you are trying to 
cheat or be “dishonest” there is a very good chance that you will end up 
losing your account (and all of the money in it), and you certainly won’t be 
getting those higher paying offers. 

 Fully complete your profile. This is essentially your first survey, where you 
tell the survey site about you, your interests and the things you like/dislike. 
Based on this information, you may or may not be sent certain surveys that 
match your interests. If you do not fully complete your profile, or do not 
keep it updated then you may not receive as many surveys as you could 
otherwise. Keep your survey responses after this point consistent, if you 
start giving different answers to that of inside your profile then you could 
end up being disqualified or banned. If you change your responses from one 
survey to the next, this is a sign that you are being dishonest and 
inconsistent. 

 Read and understand each individual website well! Opportunities are 
often missed because people do not understand the individual sites rules 
and regulations. If you want to ensure that you are fully up to scratch with 
everything you need to know, go to their FAQ section, you may even find 
new opportunities you didn’t know existed, or discover a way to improve 
your chances of receiving higher paying surveys. *TIP* All survey companies 
are different, so it’s important to understand how each of them works. 
Most survey sites have their own forums if not blogs where they regularly 
publish new opportunities and important information. This may seem like a 
lot of time to spend, when you could be straight out earning money. 
However it will definitely help you to earn more and lose less. When you 
consider that doing this with just one panel will give you the valuable 
experience and knowledge for many other panels, it’s certainly worth your 
time, and will ensure that you can complete surveys faster, more efficiently 
and more regularly receive higher paying offers. 



 What’s most valuable to you? It’s also important to extract the information 
most valuable to you, for example look out for news posts such as: “We 
launched a new star system, that will reward our panelists more”. Following 
their social accounts on Facebook & Twitter for example is also another way 
to monitor new programs and valuable information. 

 Read reviews from existing users. You can save a lot of time and learn how 
to increase your earnings from reading reviews about specific 
panels. Consider typing on Google “name of company” + “review”. You can 
also read reviews from some of the top panels on: 
www.EliteSurveySites.com. We post plenty of information specific to each 
survey with the purpose of helping you to increase your earning 
opportunity. Feel free to search any top panel on our site to read an in-
depth review. 

 Keep notes. You may find that you want to keep important notes about 
different panels, because they operate in different ways and offer different 
rewards to one another. Consider opening an excel or word file and write 
down the important information, such as the frequency of new surveys and 
sweepstakes, their point systems, minimum payouts, payment options and 
so on. 

 Don’t give up! One common mistake that people make is that they give up 
too easily, as mentioned earlier you need to stick at it to get the higher 
paying offers. Even if you don’t complete any surveys but wait for a better 
paying offer this is better than giving up all together! 

 Ask.If you don’t ask, you don’t get. There is nothing wrong in simply asking 
what is going on, if you have not received any invitations for a while let the 
survey company know. That way they also know you are an active and 
dedicated member. You may even discover something new that you didn’t 
already know, or some exclusive tips from the survey company themselves. 
Survey sites tend to send their highest paying offers to their most valued 
users, since they are being paid by companies, they want to be sure that 
anyone completing these surveys will provide quality answers. Make 
yourself known and let the survey company know you are serious. What’s 
the worst that could happen? 

 Earn money from your webcam (no it’s not what you think!) – A trend that 
is becoming more popular with survey sites is webcam surveys, they work 
in a similar way to ordinary text surveys but record your reactions to ads 
and questions. Any recordings are kept 100% anonymous and not shared 
with any third parties. *NOTE* You may need to “opt-in” top webcam 
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surveys, otherwise you may not receive any invitations to them. MySurvey 
has a page for you to do this, however with some other panels you may 
need to wait to be contacted. To speed things up there is no harm in 
emailing the survey company to express your interest in webcam surveys. 
Do make sure first however that they actually offer them...(P.S. We’ll let 
you know about this...) 

 Complete surveys on the go – We now rely on our smartphones for so 
much in our daily lives, and thanks to faster mobile processors and 3g/4g 
Internet our mobiles are becoming increasingly important research tools 
when out and about. While you can expect that most of the top paying 
survey sites will at least have a mobile compatible website, they are starting 
to see the advantages of mobile apps. They are much more powerful, 
flexible and convenient. Users can easily access new surveys each day and 
complete them on their daily commute or while watching TV. Don’t expect 
every survey company to have a mobile app, and for now at least, most of 
their mobile surveys are invitation only. However you can expect in the 
coming years that mobile surveys will become even more commonplace. 
MySurvey for example has an option in your account settings to turn on 
mobile survey invitations, however other sites may not have this. 

Types of paid mobile surveys 

 Regular surveys – Simply put, regular surveys on a small screen 
 Mobile diaries – This involves logging  experience of a product or service for 

example, over a defined period of time. 
 Mystery shopper surveys – Increasingly marketers are using consumers 

mobiles to survey information about many things. 

 Register only with the highest paying survey sites.You can save yourself a 
lot of time and effort by registering only with the highest paying survey 
sites, don’t waste time with low-paying sites that don’t have regular survey 
opportunities. Fortunately we have already done the hard work for you! 
Continue reading on to discover more of the top paying survey sites… 

 Express interest in focus groups – A large majority of the top paying survey 
sites also offer much higher paying focus groups to their users. These can 
pay anything from $30-$100 for your time, or even more!  So they are 
certainly worth trying. 

  

How to get find focus groups? 



Focus groups are often sent by special invitation and cannot be found by browsing 

their website ordinarily.  

Invitations to focus groups most commonly come on the back of surveys you have 

completed. They will usually be about the same topic/product that the survey was 

about. They exist to get a better and “more intensive” response from users, in a 

concentrated setting. 

Survey sites will select the best respondents for these special opportunities and will 

select a very limited number of people for them. 

Tip: We would highly recommend you to check our post: 

Top 10 Highest Paying Focus Groups 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/top-paid-focus-groups-online/ 

 

 

What can you do to increase your chances of an invitation? 

 Always give good quality responses and take your time. 
 Make yourself known in the community - Get involved in polls and share 

your opinion with others. A lot of survey sites have fun community areas 
where you can simply discuss topics with other members, although you 
may not earn from these they help to show the survey more about you and 
help them to trust you more. 

 Contact them – Again there is no harm in asking, make it known that you 
wish to participate in focus groups and ask them what you can do to 
improve your chances. Some survey sites will have different requirements 
and different things they look out for. 

 Be active, and the more surveys you complete, the higher chance you will 
have of being invited. Of course where some survey sites might only send 
you several new surveys per month, your chances are slim, so please do 
consider registering to more... 

 There isn’t really any science to it, so just keep on the lookout, and try some 
of our suggestions! 

Opt-In to cookie tracking – Surveys can be on hundreds of different topics, one of 

the common themes is “did you see this ad”, “how did it make you feel”.  Improved 

Internet technology has meant that businesses can track this information much 

more seamlessly and provide a much more “personalized web experience”. Survey 

sites use cookie tracking to automatically determine which ads you have seen so 

they can then send you surveys related to those ads. Sometimes these surveys are 

higher paying, but opting-in will certainly help to increase the number of survey 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/top-paid-focus-groups-online/


invitations you receive. Not all survey sites offer cookie tracking, you can find out 

if they do by visiting your on-site settings. An example of a popular survey site that 

offers cookie tracking is MySurvey. 

Mystery shopping – Mystery shoppers have long been relied upon to report on the 

goings-on inside high street stores & business premises. They survey businesses in 

their every day running to get a snapshot of how the staff operates, how efficient 

the business runs, how clean the premises are, how good the product knowledge is 

among staff, and so on. Traditionally mystery shoppers have been sourced by 

specialist agencies and market research organizations, however with the power of 

the web and mobile devices, mystery shoppers solve these important problems. 

Why try mystery shopping? 

 Mystery shopping tasks sometimes pay you to buy a product, which you get 
to keep! 

 Get paid to go shopping, eat at restaurants and give your opinion on 
popular brands. 

 They are fun and quite easy to do, plus they can pay reasonably well! 

Increasing your chances with mystery shopping 

Just like focus groups, mystery shopping assignments can be sent to you on the 

back of surveys, if there is a need for them. Make sure to check first which survey 

sites actually offer mystery shopping as not many of them do. 

What are companies looking for in mystery shoppers? 

 Someone with an analytical approach – If you can show in some way that 
you are good at taking something and analysing it 

 You may need to write up a report about your experience and you may 
need to focus on the key points you found, which will require a particular 
skill in writing.  If you can show this then you have a good chance 

 A particular area of interest – Mystery shoppers tend to be people who 
already go shopping or eat regularly at restaurants, it’s not essential, but it 
shows you kind of know what you’re talking about. 

There’s lots you could do. 

When you look into it, there’s a lot you can do to increase your earnings with paid 

surveys, they are all perhaps small things but when coupled together make a 

powerful strategy. 

The best advice is to register with one panel first, and follow some of the above 

steps: 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/mysurvey


 Read their FAQ 
 Fully complete your profile 
 Start completing surveys and building “trust” straight away 
 Then from time to time read their blogs/forums, or social profiles for new 

information, tips & ways to earn as well as special opportunities & rewards 
etc... 

  

  

Daily Task 2 

  

Are you ready, lest try to squeeze Global Test Market 

 

The survey panel we are going to be joining today is another popular panel that I 

would personally recommend to anyone without any hesitation.  

Global Test Market offer plenty of regular surveys and pay up to $10 for some of 

them.. 

Step 1: Register to Global Test Market& activate your account. 

Step 2: Add frontdesk@globaltestmarket.com to your email safe list 

Step 3: Login and complete your first survey – You should be presented with a 

page that looks similar top this.   Take the 1st survey (which asks you some basic 

questions about your lifestyle & household). 

 

You should receive sweepstakes entries for completing the first survey,  the next 

one will go into more detail about profile information. 

 

The next set of profile questions should take about 20 minutes to complete and will 

also give you more sweepstakes entries.  

You may be given another survey straight after.  This one said that it would take 5 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/globaltestmarket
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minutes, but in actual fact took about 2. 

 

Continue completing surveys until you are not given any new opportunities, the 

next survey I was offered gave me marketpoints which are the GlobalTestMarket 

equivalent of cash.  These can then be exchanged for rewards: Paypal, Checks & 

Amazon gift cards.  

 

Step 4: Download the mobile app, Global Test Markets mobile app gives you 

additional opportunities to earn, these mobile surveys are shorter and allow you to 

earn wherever you are! 

https://www.globaltestmarket.com/mobile.php 

Not all survey sites have their own mobile surveys so you should certainly 

download this one from Global Test Market for more ways to earn.   Global Test 

Market does not have product testing or Focus groups, however they do have a high 

level of surveys. 
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Chapter 3: Survey Scams – 

Don’t Fall Victim! 
We all hate scammers! 

No matter what way you try to make money online, chances are there is someone 

out there looking to earn a quick buck at your expense. 

We have seen these scams come and go in the survey business for years, and today 

we are going to teach you how to TOTALLY avoid them. 

You can find some “trusted” survey sites telling you “Warning, all other survey 

sites are a scam, we are the only legitimate”, this is not 100% truth. The good news 

is these days, survey scammers are few and far between, and the number of 

legitimate survey sites is far greater than ever before. 

Several years ago there were more people being asked for payments to sign up to 

survey sites, only to be sent a list of survey sites. Instead the information they 

provided could be found free on Google anyway. In fact this guide you are reading 

is provided 100% FREE and includes some of the most valuable insights into 

surveys on the Internet. 

Some of the common ways our team use to determine whether a survey company is 

legitimate is: whether they actually pay; if they are completely free to register to; 

are they well known; are there “unrealistic” claims of making their users 

millionaires. 

*NOTE* These are things scammers will generally use, since they are looking to 

attract people in need of extra income, surveys are not huge money earners in 

general, only with some advanced knowledge and tips can you make a seriously 

good side income from them. 

Now let’s discuss how you can completely avoid these survey scams. 

1. Check for EliteSurveySites Verified companies ONLY! We have created a 
special verification for the most trusted and highest paying survey 
companies called “EliteSurveySites Verified”. You can find out more about 



this at: http://www.EliteSurveySites.com/verified-

surveys.  
2. Ask. We are more than happy to help anyone reading this course, if you are 

unsure about a survey company you plan to join or anything you have read 
in this course please feel free to ask. However please note that before you 
ask, make sure to run a quick search on our site to make sure the question 
isn’t already answered there... http://www.EliteSurveySites.com.For 
example you can run a search on Google "the name of survey panel" 
elitesurveysites. 

3. Search online. Our best piece of advice when searching online is: Don’t go 
past the first page, there really is no need. If it’s not on the first page, it’s 
not important. Of course however that doesn’t completely guarantee the 
advice is trustworthy, however use what advice you find in context. Simply 
go to Google and search “Survey name” + “review” or “scam” and you will 
get a stream of valuable information. It is also worth checking to see 
whether the survey site has a positive BBB rating: http://bbb.org (Better 
Business Bureau). Do not jump to conclusions, from time to time there are 
people who overdo their reviews and don’t give a “general review” but 
more so go out to really “slate” a company. So, you can’t trust to everything 
you read online. 

4. Don’t pay for registration! As mentioned earlier, there really is no need to 
pay to register to a survey company. All of the companies that can be found 
on our site are 100% free to register. If you are interested, go 
to: http://www.elitesurveysites.com/best-paid-surveys/ . There you will 
find a complete list of all legit surveys we have. 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/verified-surveys
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5. Never share your credit card information or your SSN ! No legitimate 
survey company will ask for this information, as long as you stick with 
PayPal for cash outs, you are in very safe hands. 

6. Look for business contact information. Before you join any site, if you can’t 
find a business address or phone number, do not join. All legitimate 
businesses that operate online have to display this information. 

7. Read their terms of use. You may also want to read their privacy policy and 
terms of use. This will outline exactly how the company uses any 
information you give them, so make sure that they aren’t talking about 
passing it onto third parties etc... If you wish to read more about this, you 
can read an article that we wrote our my 
blog: http://www.elitesurveysites.com/why-we-have-to-read-carefully-
privacy-policy/ 

8. Too good to be true offers. As mentioned before, scammers will try and 
reel you in with exciting offers and money earning opportunities, when 
really the only ones making any money are they. There’s no such thing as a 
“get rich quick” scheme online. If you chase these you will just waste time 
chasing something that won’t  actually pay out. 

9. Continue using the good sites – Strangely enough, registering to more sites 
and sticking to the ones you know are trusted helps to keep you away from 
the scammers. Chances are sticking with one and dabbling around with 
other sites from time to time will increase your risk of hitting a scam site. 

10. When was the site registered?– Avoid survey sites, registered in the past 
few months. If you are unsure about a website, check out when the domain 
was registered, and who it is registered to, using: https://who.is. 

*NOTE* If you find any survey scams that you think others should know 

about, please report them to us! 

Lastly, it is important to be aware of a relatively new ways scammers are using, 

using techniques to mimic trusted brands and websites. 

A recent victim being – http://PineconeResearch.com. Scammers used their name 

and logo to solicit money from people, users were asked to cash a check to “test” a 

banking system to then receive a much larger check. 

You can read more about this case here: 

Pinecone Research Scams ! Important Notice for Before 

Sign Up with Pinecone Research Survey Panel 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/pinecone-research-scams-important-notice-for-

before-sign-up-with-pinecone-research-survey-panel/ 
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The best advice is if it sounds too good to be true, then it probably is. Always make 

sure you are on the official website and if you want to ensure you really stay safe 

use a plugin such as www.mywot.com which will tell you the legitimacy of 

websites. 

  

  

  

Daily Task 3 
 

And today we will have very important daily task. We will talk about one of the top panels 

online. You probably are still confused on how to find legitimate surveys, so we will save you 

a lot of time, by giving you this panel, because it is one of the top panels online. 

If you are from these people who prefer to work with few panels only, this panel that we will 

review today is one of them, ... 

 

It’s Ipsos 

 

 

We’ve already made a full guide on how to join this panel, read here: 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/full-guide-to-registering-with-a-new-panel/ 

 

http://www.mywot.com/
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/ipsos
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/full-guide-to-registering-with-a-new-panel/
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/ipsos


 

Chapter 4: How to Avoid 

Survey Disqualification 
 

Survey disqualification is one of the reasons so many people give up on surveys 

early on, but it doesn’t have to hold you back! 

As you learnt earlier on in this course, survey sites are paid by large corporations 

for their market research operations. 

Unfortunately if your interests don’t match what the company is looking for, or if a 

survey company can’t use your answers then you may be disqualified. 

In some cases you won’t be sent any surveys you don’t qualify for, in other cases 

you may need to answer a “pre-survey questionnaire” to determine your relevancy 

towards the questions. Sometimes this can even happen mid-way through a survey, 

which means you waste time answering half of the questions, only to find you 

haven’t met their criteria, presented with a “disqualified” message or “sorry you 

don’t meet our criteria”. 

You are not the first person to come across this! 

It’s not possible to completely avoid it either, however there are some things you 

can do to reduce your chances of this happening. Before we continue, let’s first tell 

you that many of the most trusted survey panels will reward you for your time 

regardless of whether you met the criteria or not. Don’t expect a lot, but it’s 

certainly better than nothing. 

*NOTE* Disqualification is not a bad thing, it won’t go against your account 

and won’t mean that you are sent less surveys, all it means is that you weren’t 

quite the person they were looking for. Do keep in mind however with a 

complete profile, regular disqualification is not a good thing, update your 

profile with new information such as going on holiday, buying a new car or a 
new mobile contract. 

So what can you do? 



There are some things we can’t control such as our age, education, where we live 

etc... Some companies who release surveys may for example only be interested in 

women from a particular state, young professionals or people with a particular car 

model. 

Of course you can’t change your personal information before each survey so that 

you qualify for them. If you do then survey companies will likely pick up on this at 

some point down the line. 

There are many ways that survey companies can determine whether you are being 

honest or not, which we will discuss further in this course. The bottom line is, if 

you are dishonest you will likely lose your account and all of the money in it. 

However there are some things we can control, and decrease your chances of 

disqualification. Now let’s talk about the things we can control: 

 Complete your profile survey correctly. If you spend time to complete your 
profile survey correctly, the survey company will know many more things 
about you and will send you surveys where your chances to be qualified are 
much more higher. So, instead of rushing with registering to many paid 
survey companies in a day, register to one but spend time and complete all 
of the details they ask correctly. Fortunately for completing these surveys 
most of the companies reward you with points, so you don’t waste your 
time. Keep in mind that it is highly recommended to update it at least one 
time for several months. Also update it immediately, if there have been 
some changes in your life, for example you buy a car, you get a degree, you 
start going to some restaurant that have been listed in your profile survey 
and so on. This increases your chances to qualify for more surveys. 

 When you find a good paying offer, complete it as fast as possible. It is 
obvious that people rush into highest paying offers at first. But the problem 
is all surveys have quotas. And if the quota has been reached, you won’t be 
able to complete the survey, no matter that you meet its criteria. So check 
for new offers often and if you find any good offer complete it immediately. 
Unfortunately some time you can start an offer, complete it and at the end 
you see that you have been disqualified, because the offer is full. This 
means that if for example the offer needs 100 people to complete it, these 
100 people have completed it before you. 

 Don’t rush. Pay close attention to the questions you are being asked. One 
of the common reasons that panelists become disqualified is because they 
didn’t read the questions correctly and as a result gave inconsistent/un-
useful answers. Consider the average time to complete a survey, the panel 
may already tells you this, so try to stick to that timeframe, for example 



don’t rush through and complete the survey in 10 minutes if they expect 
you to complete it in an hour. This is just one sign that you haven’t read the 
questions correctly and provided quality. 

 Get in early to avoid disappointment! – One of the most common reasons 
people are disqualified or “screened out” of new surveys is because they 
were too late in applying. Of course a marketing company’s budget is not 
infinite, so they can only afford to pay for so many responses. Most, if not 
all surveys will have a cutoff point as to how many respondents they can 
accept. To combat this, it’s really a case of checking your emails, or your 
account regularly, if you’re finding the emails are simply getting lost in your 
inbox, consider creating a separate email address just for your paid surveys. 

 Seek shorter surveys – One of the easiest ways of avoiding disappointment, 
(and your time wasted), is by only pursuing the shorter surveys, i.e. 10-20 
minutes, instead of 30-60.  It’s a simple idea, but if you want to avoid 
wasting too much of your time, it’s a good way of building up your survey 
profile early on. 

 When to “stretch” the truth. While the best advice is to always be upfront 
and honest when completing paid surveys, there are occasions when you 
may need to “stretch the truth”. The majority of survey websites tend to 
prefer responses from ordinary folk, as opposed to “professional survey 
panelists”. The reason or this is that professional survey takers who are 
used to taking surveys and may be more likely to provide “biased”, 
unoriginal answers. On the flip side, you can’t really earn huge amounts 
without registering to more than one survey website. The types of 
questions you can expect to receive are: Have you completed any surveys 
recently? And “do you belong to any market research companies”. You may 
also be asked whether you work within specific industries, which would also 
pose you as a “professional”, who may have biased opinions, to avoid 
disappointment you should “stretch the truth” here. 

 Make a list of your “personas” – If you are going to go down the route of 
making up information, then take notes about the answers you have given, 
it’s surprising how tricky it can be to know which information you gave, 
when and where. 

  

It’s important to note that related questions may be spaced out across the survey, so 

it’s easy to give different answers to the same question if you aren’t taking your 

time.  



 

In addition 

Don’t rush. Just read carefully and give your honest opinion, but do try to be timely 

because time is money! 

Survey disqualification can be frustrating and can feel like a huge setback, but there 

are things you can do to improve your chances and help to avoid disqualification. 

With these tips you should have some advantage over the rest! 

  

  

  

Daily Task 4 
 

Today we have a great task for you. We will teach you how to make money without surveys. 

Yes, and it is NOT scams. 

Most of these free money systems are scam you know, but we have something very 

interesting for you today ... 

This company is Nielsen 

How it works: 

They pay you money to install a tool on your PC or mobile phone. Then they track your 

behavior. 

 

For those of you who have problem with that: 

- They have great terms and privacy that actually protect you. They just collect 

information for statistical purposes, before you join read that. 

- You can unregister at any time if you have problems with that 

- It’s just some free money for you, ok not a lot of money, but why to waste them ... 

 

  

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/nielsen


 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/nielsen


 

 

 

Chapter 5: Common Survey 

Mistakes 
Now, let’s discuss some common mistakes people make when using paid surveys. 

Surveys aren’t always reliable. 

An important thing to notice, sadly although surveys are free and easy to get started 

with, they have their own fair share of problems. Sometimes you may find yourself 

disqualified from new surveys, you may find that you receive not many surveys and 

sometimes you may only receive low paying survey offers. It’s important not to get 

discouraged by this, most people who don’t make much money with surveys are the 

ones that quit early on, after the first problem or mistake. Always learn from your 

mistakes and find new, better ways to increase your earnings! 

Be honest when you answer the questions. 

Again, another common mistake to make is people trying to cheat their answers and 

finish more quickly. Some people think that they can just click buttons instead of 

thinking properly about their answers; they think they’ll get fast cash easy. This 

might happen in the short term, but large companies are paying for real responses, 

not fake answers. Keep in mind that survey companies have a number of ways to 

determine whether or not you are truthful or not. Here are several examples on how 

they can catch you: 

 Using interconnected questions- For example, if they ask how many times 
you run a car, you answer 3 times a week, then they ask do you have a car 
and you answer no, it’s obvious you are not being truthful. 



 Missing small details – Some of the questions may ask you to tick a certain 
box, for example C, but you tick A instead, which could show you are not 
paying attention to the question. 

 The average time to complete surveys - Let’s say that the average 
completion time is an hour and you complete it in less than 10 minutes, it’s 
obvious again. You’ll end up being disqualified, losing all of the money in your 
account and getting banned after time. 

Most of the survey companies include honesty as part of their terms of use, so it’s not 

something you can blindly get away with. Don’t try to cheat. Answer the questions 

carefully. That way you build trust, you get money and you will get much more high 

paying offers. 

You don’t read their privacy policy. 

Probably you visit a lot of sites every day and you never read their terms and privacy, 

right? OK, but you plan to start working with a company and you have to release 

your personal information with them. So, please make sure you read these things. 

And if not all of the things, then read at least the most important things. If you are 

interested to learn our suggestions, please read this article: 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/why-we-have-to-read-carefully-privacy-policy . 

Although we monitor close all of the terms of all surveys we suggest, we can’t take 

guarantee 100% about these things.Disclaimer: These survey companies are not our 

and we can not influence their policies. Also they change them from time to time. 

You agree that you have to read these things carefully. Please understand that we are 

telling you this in your interest. 

Don’t create fake accounts. 

Some people decide to create additional accounts to take advantage of additional 

surveys they might not otherwise qualify for. You could even complete the same 

survey more than once to earn twice the amount, or more. Firstly this is frowned 

upon and against almost all survey sites TOS, and secondly you can be easily caught 

out. Instead of risking your account and the money in it, consider creating more 

accounts on different survey sites, where you may not get a survey invitation once a 

week, another site might give you an invitation in its place. 

Also keep in mind that some companies don’t allow other members of your family, 

or those in the same household to participate in the same panel. Please check their 

TOS before registering someone else. If someone else in your family wants to 

complete surveys too, why not consider another panel?  There are literally hundreds 

of legitimate surveys. 

Never pay for surveys. 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/why-we-have-to-read-carefully-privacy-policy/
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/best-paid-surveys/
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/best-paid-surveys/


There are some legitimate panels that ask for registration fees but it’s really not 

necessary to pay. 

Never share your credit card information and your SSN. 

No real company will require this information, and won’t ask it from you. 

Start completing surveys as soon as possible. 

Each new survey usually has a specific quota of people to fill, once these are filled 

then the survey will close to new applicants. 

Make sure you know when your points will expire. 

All survey sites are very different from one to the next and have different timeframes 

that you can use your points within. Earlier we discussed creating an excel list of 

information about each panel you join. The period after which your points expire is 

certainly something you should include in this list. You should always try to 

withdraw your earnings as soon as possible when you reach the minimum withdraw 

amount. 

Keep a track of your records. 

In the rare case that you are not credited for a survey you complete it can be 

beneficial to keep a regular record of the surveys you complete. Such as survey 

number, date, screenshot , etc... That way you can give the survey company any 

relevant information and get your account credited.  This is also helpful to give you 

an idea of how many regular surveys you are getting and whether the number is 

increasing or decreasing etc... 

Don’t give up. 

One common mistake people make is if they don’t find enough offers they cancel 

immediately. There is no reason for this. Just stay registered with all survey panels. If 

you don’t receive good offers now, it is not clear that you won’t start receiving good 

offers in time. Probably they just don’t have offers for you at the moment. Let’s say 

that you qualify for only one but high paying offer in several months, wouldn’t be 

interested to complete it? Tip: In these cases, go and check are all of the information 

about you correct, then go and check are there any profile surveys that you haven’t 

completed. If you find more things to complete or some mistakes, complete that. 

Don’t reveal information about products you test if it is not allowed. 

Some companies will send you products to test and if it is written that you don’t have 

the rights to share it or talk about it, don’t. First of all these people are good that pay 

you, so why you won’t be good to them too? Why not? They just don’t want to 



reveal their new products before their competitors. And second, if you for example 

decide to write something about that online, they can find that. And you risk your 

account. 

Don’t complete one survey from many accounts you have in other panels. 

It is not recommended to complete the same survey across multiple survey panels. 

This is unlikely to happen, but can and does in rare cases. Although this may seem 

like easy money, the reason you should avoid this is because survey sites prefer not 

to take on “regular survey panelists”. This is because they think their responses are 

more likely to be biased and less “natural”. Yes it seems good because survey sites 

are actively encouraging people to sign up “for the sake of earning money”.  Either 

way, it’s something they don’t like so it’s best to try and avoid taking the same 

survey on more than one website. 

Be wary when anyone “guarantees” you a certain income 

There is no guarantee how much you will earn from paid surveys, as you control 

when and how many surveys you take part in. Avoid any websites that try to 

guarantee you a certain level of income. There is little skill to surveys, anyone can do 

them and they don’t take up too much time, so companies are not going to pay huge 

amounts for them. That said however there are plenty of tips you can use to make 

more from surveys. 

You don’t start making money now! 

This is a serious mistake. You lose money. Just start today. 

  

 

Daily Task 5 
 

  

  

Join Toluna 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/toluna


 

Toluna is a fun, easy to use and rewarding survey panel, where everything you do 

earns you points, and points mean cash! 

The site offers regular and interesting surveys so so you could be enjoying that free 

Starbucks coffee, or Amazon shopping trip in no time at all!   You will get 500 

points just for registering and by the time you have completed your profile fully, you 

should be well on your way to receiving your first reward.. 

A bit part of Toluna is creating discussions and making your voice heard. It’s a bit 

like an active forum of people, where you can share your opinion, AND GET 

REWARDED! 

Step 1: As always, make sure to start out right with your profile so you can receive 

the right surveys that suit your interests.. 

 

Step 2: Once you have completed your introductory survey you will be taken to the 

survey center which shows all available surveys and how many points you can earn 

from each. 

What we want to do before anything else however, is fill out some more of our 

profile with Toluna’s “Interest surveys”.   Which each earn you 100 points. 

 

It’s very important that before anything else you try to complete all of these if 

possible, this will help you to receive a much higher level of new survey invitations. 

*NOTE*You can back and update any of these at any time if any of your personal 

details change. 

Step 3:  I said it was easy to use and I wasn’t exaggerating, all important 

notifications and new survey invitations will appear in your notifications 

stream.   You can find a whole host of opportunities to earn points from here, some 

are very simple questions such as “how did you feel about our new website design” 

which might earn you 60 points, others are sweepstakes entries. 

 

*NOTE* It’s important to log into your account and check your notifications as you 

won’t be emailed all of these opportunities. 

For example there are regular opportunities to win points and prizes, they might only 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/toluna


be open for a day or so but are available each week so you can always check back if 

you missed one. 

 

Toluna is well known for its community where people regularly share their thoughts 

and experiences.  One of my first notifications invited me to discuss my childhood 

baking experiences, where each participant would receive 500 points just for taking 

part! 

Step 4: Ensure that you’re getting the email notifications you want. Under “Profile > 

Settings” you will find the ability to turn on and off certain email notifications.  For 

the most part, the only thing that’s going to earn you points here is new survey 

invitations, whereas everything else will be sent in an “on site” 

notification.  Although becoming an active member of the community will certainly 

help to increase your chances of bonus points and prizes, and Toluna gives out 

regular prizes of $1000’s. 

Step 4: Keeping up to date with your earnings  

It’s easy to see where your points are coming from and how your time on the site 

stacks up.  Within 30 minutes I had racked up 1,350 points and 3 entries into the 

September 2014 Sweepstakes.   

 

Step 5:Want to test products?  

It’s easy to express your interest for product testing, it’s mostly for cosmetics and 

health products.  Testers are randomly selected from a pool of people who express 

their interest in testing a particular product. 

Note that you have to: 

 Regularly complete surveys on the site 
 Create content on Toluna.com (Topics, Polls, Battles, Thumbs) in some form 

Battles are a fun way of voting for your favorite between two popular people, or 

objects. 

For example:  

Winter or Summer, Coffee or Tea, Angry Birds or Cut the Rope... 

All content you create on the Toluna website gives you a chance of earning extra 

points, and it’s all a bit of fun, like taking part in a community forum, where you 

earn rewards too! 

Overall Toluna is a breeze to use, with a wide spectrum of rewards available and a 

host of ways to earn them. 



 
  
 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/toluna


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 6: Advanced Tips 

& Strategies to Start 

Making up to 

$3,000/month ! 
  

  

 Organize your work to suit you. There are many tips that can be said here. 
But, let’s leave this for you, because it’s just different for different people. 
You have to find your best way and these tiny tips you won’t find anywhere 
else that will help you make you more cash in less time? Do you understand 
what I’m talking about? No. You will ... soon. 

 Learn how to skim the questions and answer faster. This is a specific 
technique, which will help you answer the questions faster. Unfortunately it 
can’t be explained exactly. But if you find how to do it, it will definitely help. 
Actually skimming the questions is totally different from cheating and 
answering the questions not honestly. Skimming is just a technique to 
“know what to read” and give the right answer without spending a lot of 
time. This will come with your experience. 

 Don’t ignore lower paying surveys. At the beginning you probably will start 
receiving lower paying offers. But when you start completing them, you 
build trust with this panel and they will start sending you more high paying 
offers soon. Some of these lower paying offers can prequalify you for high 
paying focus group for example. There are many cases where people 
answer short surveys and if the company think you fit them they can offer 
you to participate in focus group. Then you will make much more. 

 Join as many survey sites as possible. This is one of the most important 
pieces of advice you could take from this course. If you stick with just one 
survey company then your earnings are quite limited. For those looking to 
spend a lot more time on surveys, we recommend joining 10-30 panels. For 



everyone else we recommend 3-5 panels. If you aren’t sure which panels to 
join to start with, we suggest that you register to the ones in the list that we 
are going to be sending you tomorrow. Different panels will provide more 
earnings for some people, so it’s a good idea to try out a couple to improve 
your chances. If you are in a hurry, go 
to: http://www.elitesurveysites.com/best-paid-surveys and register with 
some more panels now. 

 Learn how to get the most from each panel. Although we suggest that you 
register with as many panels as possible, you should not rush, instead pay 
close attention to each panels “special survey opportunities” as we 
mentioned earlier. You can check the last series for more information. All 
panels have their own special opportunities in addition to regular surveys. 

 Check for new offers often. All survey offers have a limited number of 
people who can complete them. And if people fill the survey before you, 
then you lose your chances to complete it, even if you qualify for it. And 
guess what, which offers will be filled at first? The highest paying of course. 
So, checking for new offers often is one great strategy to significantly 
increase your earnings. When you find a good offer for you, start 
IMMEDIATELY! 

 Complete your profile fully & correctly.This is one of the first things you 
should do when joining a survey site. They rely completely on this 
information to decide which surveys to send you. Companies are paying for 
your responses, so they want to be sure that they are polling the right 
people! An incomplete or inaccurate profile can mean missed offers or a lot 
more survey disqualifications. Answer honestly so you don’t come across 
problems later on when you give a different or inconsistent answer! *TIP* 
Update your profile every 6 months or so, when something substantial 
changes in your life, such as buying a new car, or going on holiday. By 
updating your profile as soon as possible you have a much greater chance 
of qualifying for new surveys, especially ones you may not have qualified 
for before. 

 Make a list of things you plan for the future – This is not 100% necessary 
but it’s something useful that can get you a lot more survey invitations. 
Think about the types of topics each survey site generally discusses, if 
you’re planning a vacation in 3 months’ time, you could come back to your 
profile, update it and then start receiving holidays about your flight travel 
for example. Or the type hotel you stayed at. 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/best-paid-surveys


 Let them know if you plan to leave for some time. A good idea and 
something that can build a lot of trust is letting survey sites know when you 
are planning not to complete any surveys for some time. It doesn’t look 
good when you are being sent repeated surveys and not responding to 
them. They are your business partners, you make them money, they make 
you money. There’s nothing wrong with taking time away from surveys, 
after all you are not hired by them, and there is a good chance the survey 
company may be able to pause your account. Don’t consider surveys as an 
obligation by any means, but keeping in contact with them is a good way of 
creating a good impression and building more trust. Just drop them a line 
and tell them that you plan to stop for a while. 

 If you contact them, be polite. Surveys are simple to use, but they do have 
their own problems, for example there are rare occasions when you may 
not be credited by mistake. In the event of this happening contact them 
calmly and politely, there are no wrong questions! 

 Organize your email account. Create separate folders for each survey 
panel. This way you can easily keep track of new offers from each account, 
won’t get them confused and won’t miss out on new offers. 

 Check your spam. It’s surprising just how many legitimate emails end up in 
your spam folder, even the likes of PayPal and Amazon can mistakenly end 
up in your spam folder. Check it regularly, and immediately create a filter 
for each survey site so they are not sent there again. Make sure you know 
each important email address you will be contacted from and add them to 
your email account white list. You can lose a huge amount of money 
because of lost surveys being sent to your spam folder. *NOTE* Survey sites 
can send you messages from a range of different e-mails. For example 
customer service may have one email, whereas new surveys may be sent 
from another. 

 Decide which surveys are better for you. We all are here for the money, 
but you may as well try to make it fun at the same time. Otherwise its just a 
not interesting process you won’t like. Try to find which surveys and survey 
sites are most interesting to you. There are even some that will show you 
new movie trailers or discuss new technology or something else. 

 Register only with the highest paying surveys. Don’t waste time with low 
paying survey sites, fortunately we have done most of the hard work for 
you and tested hundreds of survey sites to find the very best and highest 
paying you should join. Tomorrow, more about this ... 



 Download and install a tool for opening multiple tabs in your 
browser. Most survey panels will send you new surveys directly to your e-
mail. However some of them won’t do this and instead will send them to 
your account on their websites. This means you have to repeatedly check 
their sites. The best advice to solve this problem is to use a tool for opening 
multiple browser tabs with the click of a button. You can load all of these 
websites open them with one click when you wish. That way you won’t miss 
and out and won’t lose out on a new survey offer. Just Google for “Opening 
multiple tabs” tool and you’ll find many free. 

 Make time in your week to complete surveys - The average online survey 
takes around 10-20 minutes to complete, as mentioned earlier panels can 
differ completely from one to the next. Some allow you to resume your 
progress, if your browser crashes or you can’t continue with it, others don’t. 
To make sure you don’t end up losing out try to set time aside each week to 
complete your new surveys. 

 Set up autofill on your browser - This is not an essential step, but it’s 
certainly a beneficial one!  Saving you huge levels of time and frustration. It 
basically does what it says. Just Google for free tools, all of them are easy to 
use. 

 Check your email regularly - Check your email regularly for new survey 
invites! Many of them have specific quotas so close up once they have 
enough entrants. 

 Consider downloading a tool to keep you safe – There are a number of 
trusted plugins such as the WebOfTrust (WOT) which provides information 
on a websites trustworthiness and whether a link is safe or not. 

 Start making money now. Just stop wasting time and start making money 
today. 

So there you have it, hopefully you have learnt some new useful tips and will soon 

be implementing some of them yourself and boosting your earnings with paid 

surveys.  

  

Daily Task 6 

  



  

This is the last daily task, you'll receive, but it is very important. We are going to 

register with one of the best survey panels. 

Mysurvey 

 

MySurvey sends high levels of regular – High paying surveys with lots of special 

opportunities such as: Webcam Surveys, mobile surveys, cookie surveys & 

more..Receive as many as 10 survey invitations each week.  It’s a survey site you 

would be crazy not to join! 

This step by step guide will help you to make the most of mysurvey, a survey site 

that paid out more than $16,000,000 in 2013 alone. 

If I had to pick a favorite survey site, MySurvey would very likely be the one! 

Step 1:  Register/Login to the Mysurvey website& let’s start making some money.. 

MySurvey is available in 30 countries worldwide, 

visit http://www.mysurvey.com to find your local site. 

Step 2: Check your notifications - If you’re a new member you should be asked 4 

lifestyle surveys to start with(These will help to shape the types of surveys you are 

offered) 

Step 3: Complete the lifestyle surveys so you can start receiving survey invitations 

*TIP* you should receive 50 sweepstakes entries for each one you complete 

Step 4: Check the mini poll (You’ll get 5 prize entries for each poll you answer, 

there may be a couple available and you should get at least one new mini poll each 

day) – This will give you chances to win in 10,000 points / $100. 

Step 5:  Register for Camsurveys (This will allow you to receive invitations for 

video surveys which are an extra means of earning), they are complete anonymous 

and you’ll earn 300 points for each one. 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/mysurvey
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/mysurvey
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/mysurvey


Step 6: Download the MySurvey mobile app (Currently only available on IOS) for 

exclusive mobile surveys you won’t get elsewhere! -

 https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mysurvey/id576677472?mt=8 

Step 7:Visit “My Profile” on the top right of the page, and then at the bottom of 

your profile page you should find “My Cookie Preference”, opting to take part in 

the schemes will significantly increase your chances of receiving survey 

invitations.  

 

Step 8:Wait for your first Survey– Make sure to add their email address to your 

email white list so their emails don’t end up in spam.  

1. The US contact address to add is: carol@mysurvey.com 
2. The European contact address is emma@mysurvey.eu 

Based on the answers you gave to the lifestyle questions will impact on how many 

surveys you receive or not.  Within 24 hours of registering I personally received 

invitations to 15 separate surveys, each taking around 10 – 30 minutes and offering 

between 50-100 points. 

Although these were subject to me qualifying for them. 

*Note*Mysurvey paid out over $16,000,000 globally in 2013, they’re no small 

survey site, so you have a good chance of receiving surveys! 

Step 9:Once you have gained 100 points you should be able to invite a friend from 

the “My friends” page, for each friend you refer you will gain 100 points. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mysurvey/id576677472?mt=8
mailto:carol@mysurvey.com
mailto:emma@mysurvey.eu
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/mysurvey


Chapter 7: **Bonus 

Surprise** 
Well all of the good things have their end ... 

Welcome to the last chapter in this course, where we have a little surprise to finish 

off this course. 

Did you enjoy the course?  Do you have any questions or feedback? 

We would love to hear what you thought about the guide and any questions you 

may have, we enjoy reading your comments and carefully read all messages we 

receive from our fans. 

We very much hope that we have been able to help you in some way through this 

course, as this is exactly what we set out to do. 

All feedback from the course is recommended, let us know how you get on from 

here and we will always try to help you with whatever we can... 

We hope that this will not be the end of our relationship, we constantly update 

the EliteSurveySites with new offers, tips & guidance. There’s also a good chance 

that there will be plenty more exciting bonuses and money making ideas in the 

coming months. You’ll be notified of important updates by email too, so make sure 

to remain subscribed! 

We value your decision to allow us to share our guidance with you and always try 

our very best to reward you for this decision. It really means a lot to us that we are 

able to help people like you to make the money from paid surveys and we love 

nothing more than to hear your success stories. 

  

Your **Bonus Surprise** 

Now for your surprise!  

If you have read the course from the start, you will now know how surveys work 

and why companies pay for them, you will know how to make more money from 

each survey site, how to find trusted panels, how to avoid disqualifications & 

more... 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/


There’s just one thing left, now that you have all of the useful tools & tips to get the 

most from paid surveys you can go online and start registering to many companies. 

But as you know by now, each survey panel is very different, and they all provide 

different amounts of rewards. 

We have spent many years researching and testing 100s of panels, so we are going 

to save you the time and doing all this research. 

We are going to give you access to our complete list of all of the best survey 

panels online. 

Without them, you can't make money! 

In the previous days we give you some survey sites to try out, we are now going to 

give you our complete list of highest paying surveys and invite you to join as many 

as you wish. 

Are you ready to start making up to $3,000/month today, or even more??? 

If so, it is IMPORTANT to join to all panels below! Do it now, you already 

have the skills needed to make good money! If you waste one panel, you lose 

money. All of these panels have been carefully selected! 

*NOTE* Keep also in mind that we constantly add new panels. And to get the 

full list of surveys you have to go to: 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/best-paid-surveys 

We suggest that you check it at least one time per month. 

When we update our list we don’t send you an e-mail. That’s because there are 

constantly new panels added and we don’t want to constantly fill up your email 

inbox. 

We wouldn’t do anything that may be considered as spam. 

You can also join our Twitter, Facebook or Google Plus and we’ll be sure to keep 

you updated there. 

Liked the course and want to help a friend too? You’re free to send them any parts 

of this course you wish with my full permission. 

The only thing I ask is that you do not claim copyright of this course yourself. 

Now, stop dreaming and go start making money ... now! 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/best-paid-surveys
https://twitter.com/EliteSurveySite
https://www.facebook.com/EliteSurveySites
https://plus.google.com/117983862042130623577/posts


Here is our complete list of 

the best paid surveys: 

 

WE GUARANTEE THAT YOU WILL STAR MAKING MONEY NOW WITH THESE 

...! 

Survey Panel 
Payment 

Type 

Minimum 

Payout 
Best For Additional Information 

 

Click Here 

PayPal 

Gift Cards. 
$5 

Paid Games 

Mobile Surveys 

Paid to search 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

Paid over $78 million in rewards to date 

450 points = $5 

Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

PayPal,  

Cash 

Gift Cards 

$10 

Paid Surveys 

Focus Groups 

Mobile Surveys 

Product Reviews 

FREE REGISTRATION 

 VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

 BBB rating: A+ 

 Operates surveys in over 100 countries worldwide! 

 1000 points = $10 

 Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

Visa Cash Card 

Check 
$30 Daily Surveys 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

Points System: Varies 

Points Per Survey: $0.10 

Contests: Yes 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/swagbucks
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/ipsos
http://elitesurveysites.com/recommends/inboxdollars
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/swagbucks
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/ipsos
http://elitesurveysites.com/recommends/inboxdollars


Survey Panel 
Payment 

Type 

Minimum 

Payout 
Best For Additional Information 

 

Click Here 

PayPal 

Gift Cards 

Cheque 

$20 

Paid Surveys 

Focus Groups 

Mobile Surveys 

Product Reviews 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASR 

BBB rating: A+ 

High levels of surveys 

60,000 points = $20 

Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

Paypal 

Sweepstakes 
$50 

Mobile Surveys 

WebCam Surveys 

Product Reviews 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

Paid out $16,000,000 in 2013 

Points System: 1100 points = $10 

Points Per Survey: 200 

Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

PayPal 

Cheque. 
$3 

Paid Surveys 

Product Reviews 

INVITE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

High levels of surveys 

$3-$5 Points Per Survey 

Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

PayPal 

Bank Transfer. 
$25 

Get paid to watch videos 

Get paid to shop 

Paid web search 

Paid to sign up 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

Get $5 just for signing up 

1000 points = $10 

 

Gift cards 100 Points 
Mobile Surveys 

Focus Groups 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: B+ 

High levels of surveys 

75-200 points 

Contests: Yes 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/toluna
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/mysurvey
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/pinecone-research
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/fusioncash
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/toluna
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/mysurvey
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/pinecone-research
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/fusioncash
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/harrispoll


Survey Panel 
Payment 

Type 

Minimum 

Payout 
Best For Additional Information 

Click Here 

 

Click Here 

Sweepstakes 

entries 
$50 Mobile Surveys 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

400 winners every month! 

Points System: N/A 

Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

Google Play 

Credits 
N/A 

Student Friendly 

Mobile Surveys 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

Complete short 

Points Per Survey: Up to $1 

 

Click Here 

Paypal $50 Product Reviews 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: C+ 

Videos, Reward Mail 

Points Per Survey: $1-$5 

Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

Paypal 

Check 

Cards 

$20 – 400 points Mobile Surveys 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

High levels of surveys 

Points System: 1000 points = $50 

Points Per Survey: 35-200 

Contests: Yes 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/harrispoll
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/nielsen
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.apps.paidtasks
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/vindaleresearch
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/globaltestmarket
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/nielsen
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.apps.paidtasks
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/vindaleresearch
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/globaltestmarket


Survey Panel 
Payment 

Type 

Minimum 

Payout 
Best For Additional Information 

 

Click Here 

PayPal 

Retail Vouchers 
$50 

Mobile Surveys 

Product Reviews 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

$5 just for signing up! 

Points System: Varies 

Points Per Survey: $0.50 – $3 

Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

PayPal $50 Mobile Surveys 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

Regular surveys 

Paying $30 

Points System: 100 points = $10 

Points Per Survey: $1 – $10 

Contests: Yes 

 

Click Here 

PayPal $50 
Mystery Shopping 

Product Reviews 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: N/A 

Range of Interesting Surveys 

Mystery Shopping Jobs 

Points System: N/A 

Points Per Survey: $3 – $50 

 

Click Here 

Gift Cards 

Sweepstakes 

entries 

$20 – 400 points 
Focus Groups 

Instant win games 

FREE REGISTRATION 

VERIFIED BY : CASRO 

BBB rating: A+ 

Serves over 3 million members! 

Points System: 1 point – 1 sweepstakes entry 

Points Per Survey: 

Level 1: 25 (Complete 1 survey) 

Level 2: 50 (Complete 2 surveys) 

Level 3: 100 (Complete 5 surveys) 

Level 4: 150 (Complete 10 surveys) 

Level 5: 200 (Complete 20 surveys) 

Contests: Yes 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/ipoll
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/opinionoutpost
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/shoppingjobs
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/vipvoice
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/ipoll
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/opinionoutpost
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/shoppingjobs
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/vipvoice


Survey Panel 
Payment 

Type 

Minimum 

Payout 
Best For Additional Information 

     

 

 

 

 

Best Paid Surveys in Canada! 

 

Swagbucks 

Nielsen 

Permission Research 

Ipsos 

Web Perspectives 

Harris Poll 

                                                                   My Survey 

Opinion Outpost 

Toluna 

MintVine 

 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/swagbucks
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?o=8594&c=918273&a=37505&l=7306
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?o=8847&c=918273&a=37505&l=8110
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?o=4619&c=918271&a=37505&l=3521
http://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=8802&c=918273&a=37505&l=8170
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?o=5487&c=918273&a=37505&l=4235
http://www.mb38.com/lnk.asp?o=2332&c=918273&a=37505&l=1800
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?o=9662&c=918273&a=37505&l=9248
http://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=2606&c=918273&a=37505&l=2028
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?o=9530&c=918273&a=37505&l=9066


Best Paid Surveys in UK! 

 

Swagbucks 

Toluna 

Valued Opinions 

My Survey 

Ipsos 

Mint Vine 

Global Test Market 

Inbox Pounds 

Top10BestPaidSurveys 

 

 

Best Paid Surveys in Australia! 

 

Swagbucks 

Nielsen 

Toluna 

Valued Opinions 

My Survey 

http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/swagbucks
http://www.mb01.com/lnk.asp?o=1747&c=918273&a=37505&l=1322
http://www.mb104.com/lnk.asp?o=9249&c=918273&a=37505&l=8702
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?o=5106&c=918273&a=37505&l=3922
http://www.mb104.com/lnk.asp?o=7904&c=918273&a=37505&l=6616
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?o=9531&c=918273&a=37505&l=9067
http://www.mb01.com/lnk.asp?o=3347&c=918273&a=37505&l=2559
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?o=6748&c=918273&a=37505&l=5460
http://www.mb01.com/lnk.asp?o=9353&c=918271&a=37505&l=9380
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/swagbucks
http://www.mb01.com/lnk.asp?o=8116&c=87128&a=37505&l=6828
http://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=7426&c=918273&a=37505&l=6138
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?o=9306&c=918273&a=37505&l=8782
http://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=7924&c=918273&a=37505&l=6636


You can check also these: 

 

India: 

Univox Survey Router - India 

 

Germany 

Nielsen Germany 

Valued Opinions Germany 

Ipsos Germany 

Opinion World Germany 

Sample Cube Router Germany 

 

 

Sample Cube Router France 

 

 

Alta Opinione Italy 

 

Toluna Sweden 

http://www.mb104.com/lnk.asp?o=8986&c=94322&a=37505&l=8281
http://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=9112&c=98844&a=37505&l=8434
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?o=8803&c=918273&a=37505&l=8169
http://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=7906&c=918273&a=37505&l=6618
http://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=8488&c=918273&a=37505&l=8485
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?o=9730&c=918273&a=37505&l=9365
http://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=9732&c=918273&a=37505&l=9366
http://www.mb104.com/lnk.asp?o=9244&c=918273&a=37505&l=9142
http://www.mb01.com/lnk.asp?o=4352&c=918273&a=37505&l=3313


Ipsos - Sweden 

Opinion World Sweden 

 

 

Toluna - Norway 

Verdifull Meaning - Norway 

Ipsos - Norway 

Opinion World Norway 

 

Toluna Finland 

 

Toluna Denmark 

 

Swagbucks - Ireland 

My Survey - Ireland 

Irish Opinion - Ireland 

 

 

 

http://www.mb104.com/lnk.asp?o=1740&c=918273&a=37505&l=1316
http://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=8484&c=918273&a=37505&l=7196
http://www.mb01.com/lnk.asp?o=4353&c=918273&a=37505&l=3314
http://www.mb38.com/lnk.asp?o=9246&c=918273&a=37505&l=9145
http://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=9257&c=918273&a=37505&l=8699
http://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=8483&c=918273&a=37505&l=7195
http://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=4357&c=918273&a=37505&l=3317
http://www.mb01.com/lnk.asp?o=2393&c=918273&a=37505&l=7531
http://www.elitesurveysites.com/recommends/swagbucks
http://www.mb38.com/lnk.asp?o=5147&c=918273&a=37505&l=3950
http://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=9243&c=918273&a=37505&l=8705


 

Opinio Helvetica - Switzerland 

 

Ipsos - Netherlands 

Opinion World - Netherlands  

Waardevolle Mening - Netherlands 

 

 

Votre Opinion - Belgium 

 

Toluna New Zealand 

Valued Opinions New Zealand 

 

Global Test Market - Singapore 

 

I Survey World Brazil 

 

I Survey World Mexico 

 

http://www.mb104.com/lnk.asp?o=9248&c=918273&a=37505&l=9146
http://www.mb104.com/lnk.asp?o=1740&c=918273&a=37505&l=1316
http://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=8487&c=918273&a=37505&l=7199
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?o=9374&c=97871&a=37505&l=9143
http://www.mb104.com/lnk.asp?o=9242&c=918273&a=37505&l=8700
http://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=6455&c=918273&a=37505&l=5167
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?o=9305&c=918273&a=37505&l=8955
http://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=6459&c=918273&a=37505&l=5171
http://www.mb104.com/lnk.asp?o=5898&c=918273&a=37505&l=4611
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?o=5899&c=918273&a=37505&l=4612


I Survey World Argentina 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.mb104.com/lnk.asp?o=5901&c=918273&a=37505&l=4614

